In 2012, a novel strategy was designed to detect signatures of Highly Ionising Particles (HIPs) such as magnetic monopoles, dyons or Q-balls with ATLAS. A dedicated trigger was developed and deployed for proton-proton collisions at a centre of mass energy of 8 TeV. A distinct algorithm is developed using the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) system. The high threshold (HT) readout capability of the TRT is used to distinguish HIPs from other background processes. The trigger requires significantly lower energy depositions in the electromagnetic calorimeters and is thereby capable of probing a larger range of HIP masses and charges. A description of the algorithm for this newly developed trigger is presented, along with a comparative study of its performance during the 2012 data-taking period with respect to previous efforts.
Introduction
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is capable of accessing the multi-TeV energy range that enables the exploration of previously uncharted territories of particle physics. New stable massive particles would represent dramatic deviations from current Standard Model predictions. Searches for long-lived particles with highly ionising (HIPs) signatures have been carried out at collider experiments such as OPAL [1] , CDF [2] and ATLAS [3, 4] . HIP signatures can be attributed to particles in theories beyond the Standard Model, such as magnetic monopoles, dyons, strange quark matter, Q-balls, and stable microscopic black-hole remnants [5] .
Previous searches for HIPs at ATLAS relied on standard electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter triggers whose transverse energy (E T = E sin θ 1 ) thresholds were gradually increased 2 , thus hampering HIP search efficiencies. Furthermore, the standard EM triggers implicitly required energy deposition in the second layer of the EM calorimeter, thereby unable to capture HIPs that stop in the presampler or the first layer (EM1) of the EM Calorimeter.
Signatures of highly ionising particles
The signatures of HIPs differ from those of known objects (e.g. electrons, muons and jets) reconstructed at ATLAS and would be missed by analyses that rely on such objects. The HIPs are characterised by an ionisation energy loss which is orders of magnitude greater than minimum ionising particles while propagating through matter [6] . At ATLAS, searches for HIPs are performed by considering a particle producing a region of high ionisation density in the transition radiation tracker (TRT) and slowing down and stopping in the EM calorimeter. Energy loss by bremsstrahlung and e + e − pair production are negligible for 1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ /2).
2 In order to control the rate while the LHC delivered luminosity was growing
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HIPs and thus the ionisation energy deposit in the EM calorimeter is narrower than that associated with electrons and photons, which induce an EM shower. An illustrative diagram representing this phenomenon is shown in Fig 1. The signature of the HIPs in the TRT is exploited by the dedicated HIP trigger to suppress backgrounds and achieve high efficiency for HIP signals.
Highly ionising particle trigger
The Run-1 ATLAS trigger system consists of a three level system, the first of which is a hardware based system, Level-1 (L1) that uses the energy information provided by the EM and hadronic calorimeters. Trigger towers of granularity 0.1 × 0.1 in ∆φ × ∆η are built in these calorimeters around the cells with maximum energy deposits, as shown in Fig. 2 . The L1, in the case of the HIP trigger, selects candidates based on the transverse energy deposited in the EM calorimeter (E EM T > 18 GeV) and rejects candidates if more than 1 GeV of energy is deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. The hardware based trigger is ideally developed for triggering on candidates that stop in the EM calorimeter. Taken from Ref. [7] The position of the L1 deposits defines the Region of Interest (RoI) which is then used by the latter stages of the trigger system. The Level-2 (L2) and Event-Filter (EF) stages of the trigger system are software based, where the algorithms accesses data from a limited geometrical region centred around the L1 RoI candidate position. 
Performance
The HIP trigger was deployed at ATLAS where it collected data from September 2012 till the end of Run 1 of the LHC. The rate of the trigger was maintained at less than 1 Hz during this period. Fig. 4 shows the rate of the HIP trigger in a typical run as a function of the instantaneous luminosity. The instantaneous luminosity of the run decreases as the run progresses and we see a gradual increase in the rate of the trigger as the run progresses. The number of interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up, µ ) decreases as the instantaneous luminosity of the run decreases. The rate of the HIP trigger is dependent on the pile-up. At high pile-up there are more low p T objects that produce a large number of low threshold hits that dilute the f Trigger HT of the trigger, thereby increasing the probability of the event being rejected. Fig. 5 shows the number of TRT hits from the trigger as a function of pile-up for a simulated
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Highly Ionising Particle Trigger at ATLAS Akshay Katre monopole samples overlaid with the pile-up conditions in a 2012 run. As expected from a signal sample, the number of HT TRT hits remains constant while the number of low threshold hits (largely from low p T objects) increases with pile-up. The trigger is self regulating, in the sense that if the luminosity of the runs is increased, the rate of the trigger will keep decreasing due to higher pile-up. 
Results
The dedicated HIP trigger is capable of selecting candidates that stop in the first two layers of the EM calorimeter, unlike standard electron/ photon triggers. In addition, the transverse energy thresholds are much lower (∼18 GeV) for the HIP trigger compared to previous analysis that used standard electron/ photon triggers (∼120 GeV). These factors contribute to a greater acceptance for HIPs with the help of the dedicated trigger, as seen in Fig. 6 for a monopole carrying twice the Dirac charge (g D ). This is also the first time at ATLAS that a monopole of charge 2g D is probed with a non-negligible acceptance.
In 2015, with higher centre of mass energies probed at the LHC, the transverse energy thresholds for standard triggers will be raised further, making a strong case for the dedicated HIP trigger. Narrower wedge sizes optimised for dealing with higher pile-up conditions will help maintain both a high signal efficiency and a low background rate.
